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Achieve up to a 40% time savings
over other reroute methods 

See up to a 20% savings in
operation expenses

WaterWizzard provides the ability to re-establish

your routes for optimal performance all while

maintaining accurate customer service levels. The

WaterWizzard platform puts the power in your

hands,  providing easy to use tools and reports to

make route changes with the click of a mouse.

This means the end of labor intensive or

outsourced reroutes!

REROUTES 

MADE SIMPLE

WE MAKE IT

EASY!

Contact u
s today !
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 CUSTOMER

TESTIMONIALS
UNCO spent time to make sure I was comfortable with the  reroute
tools before the reroute started. They were able to answer questions
throughout the reroute process to make sure we got the desired
outcome we were seeking. I enjoyed the ease of changing the route
with the simple click of a mouse, eliminating the data entry process
all together. After the reroute was done, it was easy to get buy in from
the route department because the platform allows the team to
physically see the new routes on the screen. The new reroute tools
allowed us to have fewer people physically involved in the reroute
process, which was a better use of our resources and helped us to
better serve the customer.

Steve  Carew,  Mason  City,  IA

It is apparent from the beginning that UNCO

has a clear path to help guide the dealer

through rerouting the delivery routes. All

along the way, I could tell how much easier

and faster the tasks are accomplished using

the new computer tools rather than

attempting to pin and shift tacks on a

physical map. Rerouting is still a large and

challenging process, but the powerful UNCO

tools make it better and faster. 

 Furthermore, the staff was proficient and

helpful in setting and achieving goals and

deadlines in the process. 

Jason  Karger,  Wooster,  OH

The reroute process has gotten a bad reputation throughout the years – and for good

reason. They normally include pain staking attention to detail, countless ride-alongs, and

more hours than most businesses would like to spend; however, it’s a necessary task as

the delivery system is a vital part of many dealerships. Our dealership was facing a reroute

after 5 years of growth. I met with Kelly and Kendra to go through the process and set the

timetable for each checkpoint during the process. They laid out the expectations we

needed to set in place and how to accomplish the goal of making our routes shorter in

drive time and work hours while also delivering more product. Using the reroute feature

on WaterWizzard made this process as easy as it has ever been. I was able to build the

routes based off location, delivery frequency and the average product delivered. The

reroute feature, and even more so the support from Unco staff, turned the process into a

positive learning experience for myself and my entire team on the importance of keeping

balanced routes to keep our clients happy and give them service they can depend on.

Once the reroute was complete, our team was able to use the reports to be proactive and

reach out to clients that may have seen a larger than normal time between service – this

alone was able to help us receive over 15 referrals in the next 3 months. I cannot give

enough praise to Unco for WaterWizzard’s reroute feature for turning a normally tedious

task into one that has helped improve our business, helped strengthen our team and

shown the clients we are always looking to improve to better serve them. 

Chris  Lane  II,  Hilton  Head  Island,  SC


